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“‘Of all proof techniques, mathematical 
induction is the least satisfying. It 
is usually non-constructive, 
inelegant, hard to generalize, and 
does not shed the light 
of understanding on the 
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Stembridge’s recent short, elegant, and elementary proof of the equal parameter case of the 
Zeilberger-Bressoud q-Dyson theorem is adapted to give a short and elementary proof of the 
q-Morris identity, recently proved analytically by Habsieger and Kadell. 
0. Nomenclature 
q and x = (x1, . . . , x,) are commuting indeterminates. If (Y = ((u,, . . . , an) is 
any vector of integers, then xa stands for xn’ . . ._P. For example if (Y = 
(1, -2, 5), then XI= x,x;*x:. 
A Laurent polynomial is a finite linear combination of monomials x~, where 
the (YS have integer components. All our Laurent polynomials will be with integer 
coefficients. 
“C.T.” stands for “the constant term of”, with respect to x = (xi, . . . , x,). For 
example C.T.(l - qx)(l -q/x) = 1 + q. 
The symmetric group S, acts on vectors of integers by permuting the 
coordinates, for example 321( - 1,2,1) = (1,2, - 1). A permutation n acts on 
monomials x y by JG(X ‘) = x~(“), and by linearity on any Laurent polynomial. For 
example, 
(321) [x;lx;x3 + 4 + x:x;x;~] =x1x$x;’ + 4 + x;“x;x:. 
A Laurent polynomial P in x = (xi, . . . , x,) is symmetric if n(P) = P for all 
permutations .~d, and is antisymmetric if n(P) = (sgn n)P for every permutation JG. 
(y; Q),, the “q-analog of (1 -y)” to base Q” is defined by 
(Y; Q>, = Cl- Y)(I - QY). . . (I- - Q”-‘Y), 
and if the base Q is q then we often abbreviate (y ; q)a to (y),. 
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A vector of integers LY is a bud guy if it has two or more identical components, 
otherwise it is a good guy. For example (1,3,1) and (- 1, -1, - 1) are bad guys 
while (1, -1,0) and (2,1,8) are good guys. 6 is the vector (0, 1, . . . , n - 1) and 
6 is its reverse: 8 = (n - 1, . . . , 0). Throughout this paper t = qa, s = qb, u = qc. 
1. The Habsieger-Kadell q-Morris identity 
Let, for a, b, c, n nonnegative integers, 
(1.1) 
(l-2) 
(1.3) 
In this paper I give a new proof of 
Theorem’ (The Habsieger-Kadell q-Morris identity). 
H r(n) - a,b,c - R;$fc. (1.4) 
This result was conjectured by Morris [7] who proved the q = 1 case. It was 
recently proved independently by Habsieger [4] and Kadell [5]. Both Habsieger 
and Kadell first proved a q-analog of Selberg’s integral that was conjectured by 
Askey [2] and then deduced from it the q-Morris identity. In fact both Habsieger 
[4] and Kadell [5] p roved that the q-Morris identity is equivalent to Askey’s 
q-Selberg integral. 
The q-Morris identity is a generalization of the so-called “A cases of 
Macdonald’s root system conjecture” ([6]), 1 a so k nown as “the equal parameter 
case of the Zeilberger-Bressoud q-Dyson theorem”. The general q-Dyson 
theorem was proved in [ll]. Indeed substituting b = c = 0 in the q-Morris identity 
(1.4) gives the equal parameter case of q-Dyson. 
John Stembridge [9], standing on the shoulders of Dennis Stanton [2], has 
recently come up with a short, elegant and elementary proof of the equal- 
parameter case of q-Dyson. In this paper I adapt Stembridge’s proof to give a 
relatively short, elegant and elementary proof of the q-Morris identity. 
The word “elementary” has at least two meanings. The first one is the 
colloquial “Holmesian” one that means “easy”. The second one is the technical- 
philosophical “Kroneckerian” meaning of only using finite algebraic operations 
on integers. The present proof is elementary in both senses. The statement of the 
q-Morris identity (1.4) is completely elementary and God-created and it was 
disturbing that so far one had to resort to such artificial man-made analytical 
notions as limits and q-integration to prove it. 
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2. An equivalent identity and the role of antisymmetry 
It turns out that instead of FA$lC of (1.1) it is much easier to consider 
Fgl,,(x) = fi (Xi)b(qlXi)c I-I (xilx~)~(qxjlXi),-l 
i=l lSi<jSn 
and to try and evaluate 
H$j,, = C.T.F%,,, 
that will turn out to be equal to 
(2. I) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
We will actually prove instead of the original statement (1.4) of the q-Morris 
identity the identity (2.4) below that turns out to be equivalent to it. 
Theorem. 
The reason that Fgj,,(x) is more congenial than F~$~C(x) is that the former is 
almost antisymmetric. Indeed, peeling off the first layer of (Xi/Xj)~ yields 
F$,,(x) = n 
l<i<jSn 
(1 -Xi/XI) zG (Xi)b(qlXi)c Jg 
G 
R (qXi/Xj)~-I(qXjlxi)a-* 
=x;‘x;*. . .x;w). n (Xi - Xi) * (something symmetric). (25) 
lGi<jS:n 
Define 6 = (0, 1,2, . . . , n - l), and 
G:&(x) = #%> (2.6) 
then it follows from (2.5) that G$& is an antisymmetric Laurent polynomial. In 
terms of Ggj,c, the quantity of interest H$‘& is expressed as 
Hgi,, = C.T.(X-~G~~,,). (2.7) 
The proof of the equivalence of the original q-Morris identity (1.4) and its 
variant (2.4) is a pleasant exercise in antisymmetry. We will not give it here since 
the proof in Section 4 of [9] passes verbatim (see also Section 3 of [lo]). 
The reason antisymmetry is so important is the following 
Crucial lemma. Let G = G(x) = G(x,, . . . , x,) be an antisymmetric Laurent 
polynomial. 
(i) For any vector of integers y and any permutation n we have 
C.T.[x”““G] = sgn JcC.T.[X~G]. 
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(ii) 1. y = (rl, . . . , y,J is a bad guy (i.e. there are i and j, 1~ i <j =Z n, such 
that yi = yi), then C.T.[xYG] = 0. 
Proof. (i) follows straight from the definitions of antisymmetry and the action of 
a permutation on a monomial, while (ii) follows from (i) by using the 
transposition (ij) whose sign is - 1. Cl 
3. Induction on n 
Of course Hs”b c = 1 and Ripj, c = 1, so (2.4) is true for IZ = 0 and we have a basis ? . , 7 
to start induction on n. From the definition (2.1) it follows that 
EZlY(x, 9 , # . . . ) x,+1) = eLW~,+1, * * f , x,I%l+J 
Thus taking the constant term yields 
(3. I) 
HP,+,” = H&! P--l. I , > I 
From the definition (2.3) of R$‘& we have 
(3.2) 
Rlr-,+,” = RF; a--l. I I > > (3.3) 
So if we knew that (2.4) was true for n and all a, b, c then by plugging b = a, 
c = a - 1 we would have that it is true for 12 + 1 with b = c = 0. This will take care 
of climbing up the it induction ladder. Now we have to show that for a fixed n, 
the truth of (2.4) for b = c = 0 implies its truth for all b, c. So it seems that we 
have to climb first the c induction ladder: showing the truth of (2.4) for b = 0 and 
all c, and then the b ladder: showing that (2.4) for b = 0 implies it for all b. 
Luckily we get the first ascent gratis. Indeed, since 
is homogeneous, we obviously have 
Hp,j ‘.= C.T.F$$ == C.T.Fp,j o = H$$ o. ? > , > ? 9 7 , 
Also from the definition (2.3) we have 
So we know that if (2.4) is true for b = c = 0 then it is true for b = 0 and all c. It 
remains to climb the b induction ladder. 
4. Induction on b 
(2.4) would follow by induction on b once we show that 
(4.1) 
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A routine calculation using the definition (2.3) shows that (t = q”) 
=“jh 
b+c+ja+l) = tqb+c+l; t)n 
j=. (1 - qb+j=+l) cqb+l; gn . 
(4.2) 
Now by the definitions (2.1) (2.2), and by peeling off the last layer out of 
(Xi)b+l, 
Hzb+l,c= C.T*Fgi+,,, = C.T. fi (1 - qbXi)Fgi,c = C.T.[xM6 fi (1 - qbxi)Gg’,,). 
i=l i=l 
Now let s = qb and by expanding the product we get 
fm +t,c = ; (-s)‘~’ C.T.[+‘Gcj,,], (4.3) 
where the sum is over all (0 - 1) vectors p = (&, . . . , j?,J, and @I= & + - . . i- 
f3,, = (the number of ones in /I). 
Now comes the gory Stembridge-Stanton massacre of the bad guys. The only 
way 6 - S can be a good guy is if /3 has the form (1, . . . ,I, 0, . . . , 0), where for 
some r between 0 and n there are r l’s followed by IZ - r 0’s. The reason is, of 
course, that if /3 had a zero followed by a one, say in the i and i -t 1 places: pi = 0, 
fii+r = 1 then the i and i + 1 components of @ - d are going to be equal to each 
other. By the crucial lemma 
(-s)‘C.T.[xr . * .x, ox-*GFj,J. (4.4) 
The term corresponding to T = 0 in the above sum is nothing but C.T.[x-“G$,‘&] 
alias H$&. We have thus expressed H$,‘i+i,, in terms of H$& and 
(unfortunately) some of its “buddies”. We would be done if we will be able to 
express all the terms that feature in (4.4) in terms of Hz’,,. Luckily it is indeed 
possible and in the next section we will prove (set s = qb, t = q”, u = q’) 
C.T.[q . . .x, . x -“‘$,‘~,,I = (-qY 
(c Mui MPLF; %, H’“’ 
(t; t)Jt; t),_r(qs; & apb9c- 
(4.5) 
Substituting in (4.4) we get 
(4.6) 
In order to conclude the proof of (4.1) (modulo (4.5)) we must show that the 
right hand sides of (4.6) and (4.2) are the same, i.e. we have to show (as before 
wesett=q”, s=qb, u=q’) 
(4.7) 
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But (4.7) follows immediately by setting X = qs, Y = u, in the following identity 
(4.8), taking the base to be t instead of the customary q (i.e. ( )a = (; t)a) 
Simple lemma (A variant of q-Vandermonde). 
(4.8) 
Proof of the simple lemma. 
Cauchy’s famous q-analog of the binomial theorem (e.g. [l] p. 10, (2.9)) says 
(4.9) 
(Incidentally, the “]z] < 1, ItI < 1” that is added as a “condition of validity” in [l] 
is completely superfluous, at least in my book). 
Of course 
(2XY; t)- = (zxy; t), (zX; 0x 
(z; 0- (zX; t)_ (z; t)- - 
(4.10) 
Now, using (4.9), we expand each of the three ratios in (4.10) as formal power 
series in z, and compare coefficients of zn, which yields the desired identity (4.8). 
q 
We have thus completed the proof of the theorem mod& the identity (4.5). 
To get to where we are we have climbed two induction ladders: the it ladder 
(Section 3) and the b ladder (Section 4). In order to prove (4.5) we need to climb 
one more induction ladder: the r-ladder. 
5. Proof of (4.5): induction on r. 
In this section n, a, b, c are fixed throughout. As before l= q’, s = qb, u = qc. 
Let 
C, = C.T.[xl. . .x, . x-~G~~,JH~&,, (5.la) 
r 0; Mu; Or(qs; %-r 
Or = (-q) (t; t)&; t)n_r(qS; & ’ (5. lb) 
Then (4.5) can be rewritten as 
C,=D, (5.2) 
Since C, = 1 by definition and Do = 1 by plugging T = 0 in (5.lb), it follows that 
(5.2) is true for the base case r = 0. The general case would then follow by 
induction if we can prove that 
C &+I r+l -=- 
Cr Dr . 
(5.3) 
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A routine calculation shows that 
D r+l (1 - t”_‘)(l - utr) -= - 
0, 4 * (I- f’+l)(l - qsp-r-l). 
Thus we have to prove that 
C r+l (1 - t”_?(l - utr) -=- . 
C, 4 (I- tr+l)(l- qsfn-r-1) * 
It turns out that instead of C, of (5.la) it is more convenient to consider 
Ai = C.T.[Xj ’ . .x,x-‘G~~,=], 
where 
6 = (n - 1, . . . ) 0). 
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(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
But since 6 = rev(b), where rev is the “reverse permutation” rev(i) = IZ - i + 1, 
whose sign is (-l)n(n-l)n), 
Aj = (-1) n’n-1”2C.T.[~1. . ‘x,_j+l . x-“Gil,,] = (-l)n’n-1”2C,_j+l. (5-g) 
It is readily seen that in terms of the Aj (5.5) is equivalent to (take r = it -j + l), 
A,-1_ (1 _ +l)(l _ Up+i+l) -_ - 
Aj 4 (I_ f-i+2)(1_ qstj-2) ’ 
(5.9) 
We now go on and prove (5.9). 
By using the definitions (2.1), (2.6) and by routine telescoping, we obtain (from 
now on G = Glrfb,,, recall that t = qa, s = qb, u = 4’). 
G(qxl, . . . ,xn) = 
(l -sxl) jc2 (l - rxllxj) 
WI, . . . , x,) 
(u -x1) jc2 (4-lt -xlIxj) . 
By cross multiplying we get, 
(U -XI) ,Q (q-‘t -xllxj)G(qxl, . * . > xn) 
n 
= (1 -sX~) n (1 -tii/xj)G(xi, e . . ) X”). 
j=2 
Expanding the product, we get 
; u(q-‘t)“-‘-‘B’(-l)‘p’xjS’x-BG(qxl, . . . , x,) 
-; (q-1t)“-‘-‘B’(-1)‘8’x;p’+1x-BG(qxl, . . . , x,) 
= c (-1)‘fi’tt6’x~f%x-@G _ 2 (-l)‘Blst’Blx’lS’+lx-BG, 
B B 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
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where the sums are over all (0 - 1) vectors whose first component is zero: 
B = (0, P2, * . . 7 &), where pi = 0 or 1 for i = 2, . . . , II. 
Let 
o(j) = (n - 1, . . . ) n-j+1,n-j-l,...,-1) 
= 6 - (00, . . . ) oj_l, lj, . . . , 1,) 
forj = 2, . . . , n + 1. (5.13) 
Because of (5.6), we have 
Aj = C.T.[P”G]. (5.14) 
Multiplying both sides of (5.12) by X-‘@ and taking the constant term, we get 
(recall that e, = (1, 0, . . . , 0)) 
F u(4-1t)“-1-‘B’(-1)‘B’C.T.[~-‘a’“+B-’~’e1’G(~~~, . . . , x,)] 
_ T (q-lt)“-l-lBl(_l)lBI C.~.[~-[or~‘+B-(IBl+l)elj~(~~,, . . . , x,) 
= c (_l)lk+fll C.T.[X-[ao’+B-lSle,lG] 
B 
_ c (_l)lk$tlb’ C.T.[x-I~“+B-(lSl+l)e,lG]. (5.15) 
B 
Note that the first component of &) + p - Ip] e, is n - 1 - IpI and the first 
component of my(j) + /3 - (I/3] + l)e, is it - 2 - ]pI. Now we use the obvious 
relation 
C.T.[x-“G(qxr, . . . , x,)] = $‘C.T.[x-“G] 
in the left side of (5.15) and we get 
c Utn-l-ti%(_l)I~I C.T.[x-[““‘+P-‘P1”“G] 
B 
(5.16) 
_ c 4-rt”-1-‘fil(_l)‘“l C.T.[X-[ol”+P-(ISI+I)e,lG] 
tJ 
= c (_l)Io’tlfl’ C.T.[X-(a”‘+B-ICIIe,lG] 
” T (_~)I~l~l~IS~~~~[X-~~c~)+~-(l~l+~)~~~~]~ (5.17) 
We now need the following simple, but crucial, lemma whose proof is left as a 
pleasant exercise to the reader. 
Lemma. 
(i) & + /3 - IpI e, i.s a bad guy unless j3 has the form (0, 1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0), 
where the first component is 0 and then for some r, 0 s r <j - 2, there are r l’s 
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followed by n - r - 1 0’s. In this case a(j) + p - IpI e, is the image of a(f) under 
the cycle (1, 2, . . . , r + l), whose sign is (-1)‘. 
ii a(j)+ b - (IpI + l)e, is a bad guy unless /? has the form 
(0’1’ . . . , 1, 0, . . . ) 0), where for some r satisfying j - 2 s r s n - 1 you have a 0 
followed by r l’s followed by n - r - 1 0’s. In this case &) + /3 - (I/31 + 1)~~ is the 
image of &l) under the cycle (1, 2, . . . , r + 1) whose sign is (- 1)‘. 
Discarding all the bad guys in (5.17) and using the above lemma and the crucial 
lemma, the Equation (5.17) shrinks to (recall (5.14)) 
j-2 
Ix UP-l-’ 
r=O 
(-I)‘(-l)‘)Aj - ( 2’ q-lt~-l-~(-l)‘(-l)‘}Aj-~ 
r=j-2 
= (2 (-l)‘t’(-1)‘}Ai - { 5’ (-l)‘t’s(-l)‘}Aj_1. (5.18) 
r=O r=j-2 
By summing all the geometric series and performing very routine and simple 
ninth grade algebra we get (5.9). tav vav shin lamed bet ayin. 
Postscript 
I would like to thank the two referees for some very helpful suggestions. In 
addition to their numerous remarks that were incorporated in the text, one of the 
referees made the following interesting remark that I reproduce verbatim. 
Referee’s remark 
The analytical presentation of Habsieger’s and Kadell’s proofs obscures the fact 
that they are really elementary in the “Kroneckarian” sense. They both rely on 
the fact that since k is a nonnegative integer, the q-analog of AZ“(y) is a 
polynomial. This is essential to Selberg’s proof which Habsieger extends. Kadell 
extends Aomoto’s proof by using a q-analog of the fundamental theorem of 
Calculus. This is really a simple cancellation. The limit as x tends to 0 used in 
both proofs is really the observation that the sum of the terms of AZ”(T) in which 
t,, does not occur equals IIFlii tfk A;!,($. 
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